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Quotable 
 

“We talk a lot around here about 
mental toughness on the field.” 
Patriots linebacker Jerod Mayo 

Boston Herald, 1/2/2012 
 

All Scholastic 

 

Billy Smith and Bobby Paul, have 

been selected All-Scholastic by the 

Springfield Republican. 

 

All State 

 Three players who attended 

multiple years of HSPD @ 

Westfield, Melquan Pickney, Sacoy 

Malone, and Chad Woodfine were 

the only 3 western mass players 

selected to the All State Football 

Team by the Massachusetts High 

School Football Coaches 

Association. 

 

 

Win Win 

 

I have been sending pieces to 

players during the off-season for 

ten years.  The reason for this is 

that I realized that the character 

and mental toughness we needed 

during the season could not just 

be developed in the fall.   I 

recognized that we not only had 

to work on  getting bigger, faster, 

and stronger, but we needed to 

make sure our players were 

growing mentally as well. 

 

I want to win and win big.  I’m not 

going to apologize for this.  Who 

wants to play for a coach that has 

no interest in winning.   

 

But what I also realized is that by 

teaching our players how to win in 

football, I also had a great 

opportunity to teach them how to 

win in school and win in life.  If 

they were willing, they could learn 

the tools of success.  They could 

develop the character to do the 

work and the mental toughness to 

keep doing the work when things 

get difficult or inconvenient. 

 

Ultimately that’s what this is 

about. 

 

You win by having character and 

mental toughness both in football, 

and in life. 

 

Character gets you to do the work 

needed to win (weights, practice 

camps, 7 on 7, homework, 

studying). Mental toughness  

keeps you working when things 

get stressful or inconvenient. 

 

Quotable 

"When you win, it's the greatest 

feeling in the world. I don't do 

drugs and I don't know what 

that feeling is. I don't know if 

there's a drug that can replicate 

what it feels like to win a game. 

It's an awesome feeling. When 

you see how much work goes 

into that from every standpoint - 

administration, logistics, to 

move your entire operation 

from one city to another city, to 

practice for a week, and the 

ultimate grade is do you win the 

game or do you lose the game . . 

. that feeling of winning is 

unbelievable. 

The best thing about coaching 

is to look at your seniors and 

reflect back on what that kid 

was like as a freshman. You 

may have felt, 'Wow, is that kid 

over his head? I don't know if 

he can survive here 

academically or as a football 

player.' Then you see him four 

years later getting his degree 

and getting ready to head out 

into the world . . . you really, 

truly watch them grow up in 

front of your eyes. That's what I 

think coaching is all about."-

Oregon Coach Chip Kelly 

(pictured below from his UNH 

days) 
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Pride & Confidence 

 

Pride and confidence come from 

achieving something difficult.  Let 

that sink in for a moment.   

 

Pride does not come from doing 

something easy.  Confidence does 

not come from doing something 

easy. 

 

Pride and confidence come from 

doing something hard.  Only then 

can we look back and look at what 

we achieved.  Only then can we 

have confidence from knowing we 

are capable of fighting through 

difficulty. 

 

Pride and confidence are 

developed slowly.  They come 

from completing tough work each 

day. 

 

Nobody walks into the weight 

room with pride and confidence.  

We gain pride and confidence 

from showing up and letting our 

teammates and ourselves know 

that we can be counted on. 

 

Pride and confidence come from 

knowing that we have gotten a 

little stronger each day. 

 

Nobody shows up on their first 

day of football with pride and 

confidence. 

 

Each practice is a battle.  A battle 

to just show up.  A battle to learn 

techniques.  A battle to take a hit 

and keep going.  A battle to play 

smart under pressure. 

 

When you walk off the field after a 

hard practice, knowing you have 

gotten better from surviving those 

battles, that’s when pride comes. 

 

There is a significant amount of 

people that believe you gain 

confidence from completing easy 

tasks.  Little baby steps of easy; 

with a trophy for each little step. 

They believe these build your 

confidence, or as they like to call it 

self-esteem. 

 

But that’s a lie.  Confidence will 

only come from straining to 

complete something difficult.  

Only then will you know that you 

deserve to feel confident. You see 

confidence is nothing more than 

extinguishing your fears.  If all you 

ever take a little baby steps of 

ease, you will remain afraid.  

Overcome your uncertainty 

through hard work and toughness 

and the confidence and pride will 

flow through you. 

 

Take on and conquer a difficult 

challenge, and your self-esteem 

will raise…for real because you will 

no longer be afraid. 

 

 
 

 

Quotable 

“A coach is supposed to take you 

from a boy to a man. He is 

responsible for the person we 

change into.” –Eric LeGrand, 

Rutgers University player 

 

“Football is a vehicle. I believe that 

the title ‘coach’ has to be earned. I 

believe a coach must be a teacher. 

You see that in the way these kids 

deal with life after football. There 

are lessons you teach them about 

toughness ... about dedication ... 

about personal inner strength that 

will determine what happens to 

them long after the final whistle 

that keeps a coach and a player 

together.”- Greg Schiano, Rutgers 

University Head Coach 

 

“My players – by design – are 

taught how to be comfortable 

with discomfort. We even practice 

it. Discomfort, in most sports 

comes in various forms: physical 

mistakes, superior competition, 

unlucky bounces, blown calls, bad 

fields, inclement weather. And yes, 

losses, too. Removing or avoiding 

too many of these realities might 

inflate a player’s success rate in 

the short run but it hinders the 

longer run process of developing 

into a true winner.” –Bruce Reed, 

little league coach, Teamsports 

contributor 

 

Suggested Links to Google 

 

Article 

“Izenberg Santa Claus” 

 

Videos 

“mental toughness training 

michael Jordan on the will to win” 

 

“combat veteran aspires to play 

college football” 

 

http://www.nj.com/sports/index.ssf/2011/12/izenberg_with_santa_claus_spir.html
http://youtu.be/2bY32WJZ_1A
http://youtu.be/2bY32WJZ_1A
http://youtu.be/1SSq777mQHg
http://youtu.be/1SSq777mQHg


Be Different 

 

One way you can always 

differentiate yourself, is to work 

harder than others. Do the work 

others are afraid to do. 

 

 

 
 

Helen: Everyone's special, Dash. 

Dash: [muttering] Which is 

another way of saying no one is. 

 

Humility, Courage  & Success 

 

A coach I know was once 

confronted by parents who 

complained that he was too 

challenging of his players.  He had 

tough practices and very 

purposefully scheduled difficult 

opponents whenever those 

opportunities arose.  Some 

parents pushed back. They were 

afraid that their kids would be 

hurt or their self-esteem would be 

damaged. 

 

(Thankfully, our Westfield 

tradition in football is to play the 

toughest opponents we can 

find…and we will continue that in 

’12) 

 

I think this situation presents a 

great opportunity to discuss 

humility and courage as they 

relate to success.  

 

Let me share a recent quote: 

 

"Many children who are convinced 

that they are little geniuses tend 

not to put much effort into their 

work," observed the Manhattan 

Institute's Kay Hymowitz in a 2009 

review of the child development 

book NurtureShock. 

 

Well this quote is revealing in  that 

these students probably had high 

self-esteem, but the kids didn’t do 

their work, so they stopped 

improving.   

 

These students lacked humility 

and will never reach their 

potential as a result. 

 

If you are not humble, then you 

will feel no need to improve.  

Humility is the key to seeking 

constant improvement.  But 

before you can be humble, you 

have to recognize you have 

weaknesses, areas you need to 

improve on if you want to 

succeed.  Challenging yourself in 

the weight room, classroom, and 

against tough competition in 

games reveals your weaknesses. 

 

This is where courage comes in.   

 

You must have the courage to 

have your weaknesses revealed.  If 

you lack courage, then you will 

find a way to hide from a 

challenge.   

 

The coach I spoke of was 

challenging his players to force 

them  to find courage. He did this  

by placing them in a situation 

where their weaknesses would be 

revealed.  Upon recognizing that 

they had weaknesses, the players 

would then have humility.  This 

humility would then cause them 

to keep (start) working hard to 

improve the weaknesses as 

athletes and people.   

 

Once they turn those weaknesses 

into strengths, those players will 

have great confidence and pride. 

 

In short, courage allows one to 

face a serious challenge. 

Challenges create humility 

because they reveal weaknesses.   

Revelation of weaknesses spurs 

one to work hard to overcome 

them. Overcoming weaknesses 

brings pride and confidence….and 

self-esteem 

 

 
 

 

Because you think I make these 

things up… 

 

quotes on courage and confidence 

 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000456/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1714016/


Life shrinks or expands in 

proportion to one’s courage. 

~ Anonymous ~ 

“Come to the edge.” 

“We can't. We're afraid.” 

“Come to the edge.” 

“We can't. We will fall!” 

“Come to the edge.” 

And they came. 

And he pushed them. 

And they flew. 

~ Guillaume Apollinaire ~ 

 

Confidence awakens confidence. 

~ Friedrich Von Sachsen ~ 

 

Experience tells you what to do; 

confidence allows you to do it. 

~ Stan Smith ~ 

 

The scars you acquire while 

exercising courage 

will never make you feel inferior. 

~ D.A. Battista ~ 

 

Be larger than your task. 

~ Orison Swett Marden ~ 

 

Fear has its use but cowardice has 

none. 

~ Mahatma Gandhi ~ 

 

Courage is the first of human 

qualities because it is the quality 

which guarantees all others. 

~ Winston Churchill ~ 

 
 

 

Most men have more courage 

than even they themselves think 

they have. 

~ Lord Greville ~ 

 

All our dreams can come true, 

if we have the courage to pursue 

them. 

~ Walt Disney ~ 

 

The brave don't live forever, 

but the cautious don't live at all. 

Here's to the brave! 

~ Timothy Luce ~ 

 

'Tis better to have fought and lost, 

than never to have fought at all. 

~ Peschiera ~ 

 

Whether you be man or woman, 

you will never do anything in this 

world without courage. 

It is the greatest quality of the 

mind next to honor. 

~ James Lane Allen ~ 

 

Stand upright, speak thy thoughts, 

declare the truth thou 

hast, that all may share; 

Be bold, proclaim it everywhere: 

They only live who dare. 

~ Lewis Morris ~ 

 

 

We are made strong by the 

difficulties we face, 

not by those we evade. 

~ Source Unknown ~ 

It is better to die on your feet than 

to live on your knees. 

~ Emiliano Zapata ~ 

 

You will never be the person you 

can be if pressure, tension, and 

discipline 

are taken out of your life. 

~ James G. Bilkey ~ 

 

Undertake something that is 

difficult; 

it will do you good. 

Unless you try to do something 

beyond what you have already 

mastered, you will never grow. 

~ Ronald E. Osborn ~ 

 

Happy are those who dream 

dreams 

and are ready to pay the price 

to make them come true. 

~ Leon J. Suenens ~ 

 

Each time we ask more of 

ourselves than we think we are 

able to give, and then manage to 

give it, we grow. 

~ Bert Decker ~ 

 

The bravest are surely those 

who have the clearest vision 

of what is before them, 

glory and danger alike, 

and yet notwithstanding, 

go out to meet it. 

~ Thucydides ~ 

 

 

 

 



Strength and courage aren't 

always measured 

in medals and victories. 

 They are measured in the 

struggles they overcome. 

The strongest people aren't always 

the people who win,  

but the people who don't give up 

when they lose. 

~ Ashley Hodgeson ~ 

 

It takes a lot of courage to release 

the familiar and seemingly secure, 

to embrace the new.  

But there is no real security 

in what is no longer meaningful. 

There is more security in the 

adventurous and exciting, 

for in movement there is life, 

and in change there is power. 

~ Alan Cohen ~ 

 

RISK TO BE FREE 

                  By Anonymous 

 

To laugh is to risk appearing a fool. 

To weep is to risk appearing 

sentimental. 

To reach out for another is to risk 

exposing your true self. 

To place your ideas, your dreams 

before the crowd is to risk their 

loss. 

To love is to risk not being loved in 

return. 

To live is to risk dying.  

To hope is to risk despair.  

To try is to risk failure. 

But risks need to be taken because 

the greatest hazard in life is to risk 

nothing. 

The person who risks nothing does 

nothing, has nothing, is nothing. 

He may avoid suffering and 

sorrow, but he simply cannot 

learn, feel, change, grow, 

love...live. 

Chained by his beliefs, he is a 

slave; he has forfeited freedom. 

Only a person who risks is free. 

 

 

The Champ 

By Nelly 

 

ever since i was a kid i’ve been 

dreaming ’bout this 

first day of practice i was thinking 

’bout this 

picture on the news, yeah they see 

about this 

even in the paper they won’t read 

about this 

cause all of my life 

training day and night 

i’m preparing to fight 

for everyone i believed in 

i was going insane, they were 

screaming our name 

there’s nothing nobody can say 

cause today is the day 

is the day that i have always 

dreamed of forever 

when you call me, 

you call me the champ of the 

world 

i can raise my hands 

i can scream i’m the best in the 

world 

whole world 

all my blood, sweat and grind 

was all for this time 

lap after lap, mile after mile 

push up after push up 

everybody count it out 

everybody up, now we back down 

all my pain and sweat was for this 

moment right now 

all from different places well we 

came with each other 

we came together as a team, 

but we’re leaving as brothers 

standing next to one another while 

we hold up our colors 

i’m gon look in to the camera and 

tell my mama i love her 

cause today is the day 

is the day that i have always 

dreamed of forever 

when you call me, 

you call me the champ of the 

world 

i can raise my hands 

i can scream i’m the best in the 

world 

whole world 

all my blood, sweat and grind 

was all for this time 

 

 
 

This….. 

 



Get’s you to this…. 

 
 

Remember 

It’s character and mental 

toughness that get you to do the 

work needed to win. It’s mental 

toughness that keeps you doing 

the work when things get 

stressful, painful and 

inconvenient. 

 

If we develop those two areas as 

people, as a team, as a 

community, then we will be 

successful.   

 

If we don’t develop our character 

and mental toughness, then we 

will not do the work that needs to 

be done.  Success will then elude 

us. 

 

There is always something you 

could be doing to improve your 

character and toughness. 

Please help me change the 

mindset.  

 

Winning is not an accident. We 

need more people working to win 

each day. 

 

Work on your character and 

mental toughness, and then you 

will be able to do more of the real 

work (lifting, studying , paying 

attention, etc.) that you need to 

do in order to win. 

Get Better. Together. 

 


